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ABOUT US
FEEL THE NATURE WITH AANOKHA MARBLES

It is our pleasure to have you here at Aanokha marbles 
private limited. We are exporter of Granite, Marble, 

Sandstone and other cut size materials. We are a veteran 
owned and operated company fully bonded. Premium 

quality are incorporated in all phases of production. Our 
goal is to provide experienced importers of natural stones

in different countries with a superior stone product and 
the most professional services the dimensional stone 
industry has to offer. We work every day to apply our 

know-how in ways that benefit our clients and partners 
globally. We are client and market focused. We deal in 

wholesale and most of our customers are B2B.
 

Aanokha marbles private limited has continued its effort 
to evolve in this ever changing market, which has allowed 

us to position ourselves at the forefront of the natural 
stone industry, setting the highest standards. Our

superior quality, unmatched commitment and
dependability are the structure of our company. This 
provides us the opportunity to establish an excellent 

relationship with our clients all over the world.



To be the mos t sought after
company exportin g natural stones
with 100% customer satisfaction to

all our clients globally.
 

We promise we wi ll never leave until
you are 100% satis fied with what we
do. This is how we see things when

you entrust us with your work.
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OUR VISION
 

OUR PROMISE
 

OUR USP
♦ Quality – We are proud of every job
we do. We deliver top quality
workmanship every time, unmatched by 
any. That is a guarantee. We will never 
leave a job unfinished or a customer 
unsatisfied.
♦ Uniformity – Consistency in quality. 
Excellence in customer service – 
Customer satisfaction is our number one
priority.
♦ Quality Control at highest level.
♦ Fast Delivery of material.
♦ Premium Class Packaging.



OUR PRODUCTS

Black Galaxy Granite is black colored granite 
containing small  golden and si lver specks in the 
background. It  is also known as the star galaxy.  

The number and size of the golden and si lver
flecks are different in different blocks.  The quality

of this granite depends on the size,  number and 
distribution of the golden flecks in the slab or

ti le.

Chima Pink is a beautiful granite from Rajasthan.
This granite is a premium version of Rosy Pink 

Granite.  It  has a l ight pink base with f lowers and 
crystals of grey white and black. It  has lesser

black and grey crystals and more white and pink 
flowers,  which gives extra brightness to this 

material .  This is a popular choice for f looring and
Kitchen in the Middle East,  Turkey, and Europe

Absolute Black Granite is an Indian Granite.  This 
is also known as Jet Black Granite.  Absolute black

is mostly used in making high-end kitchen 
countertops,  gravestones,  and tombstones.  It  is 

one of the darkest granite available.  A solid black 
stone with no porosity makes it  one of the 

highest-grade natural stone
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BLACK GLAXY GRANITE

CHIMA PINK GRANITE
 

ABSOLUTE BLACK GRANITE



OUR PRODUCTS

Cats Eye granite is a l ight to dark blue-grey 
gneiss of the Precambrian period with falser

texture and up to pie-sized, red garnets.
 

Crystal Yellow has a yellow to a red background 
with black flowers in the pattern. This granite is a
very uniform and strong material .  It  is immensely 

popular in the Middle East market,  due to the 
uniformity and brightness of this granite.  The 
Crystal Yellow Granite can be used in f looring, 

kitchen tops,  and staircases.

Coin Black Granite is premium black color granite
with a Coin cell  lying on it .  Also,  it  is one of the 

most unique series available at Aanokha Marbles.  
As granite is one of the hardest stones and lasts 

for years,  you can profoundly uti l ize it  as a
building stone for both inside and outside

reasons.
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CATS EYE GRANITE

CRYSTAL YELLOW GRANITE

COIN BLACK GRANITE



OUR PRODUCTS

Cotton White Granite is a kind of white granite 
quarried in India.  This stone is especially good for

Countertops and bar tops,  Interior wall  panels,  
Monuments,  stairs,  pavers,  pool copings,  Water 

walls and other design projects.
 

Devda Green granite of India has low variations in
its white and gray veining with small  white and 
si lver f lecks.  Devda Green is a durable granite
that is recommended for interior and exterior 
projects.  Devda Green granite works very well

with dark colored kitchen cabinets,  although it 
also works well  with l ight colored cabinets as

well .

China White Granite is the most popular type
of white granite for a few years.  It  is an
extremely beautiful and distinctive looking
natural stone
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COTTON WHITE GRANITE

DEVDA GREEN GRANITE

CHAINA WHITE GRANITE



OUR PRODUCTS

Imperial  Red is a f ine grain deep red with black- 
white and grey grain granite quarried in India.

This statement ti le is perfect for creating a
feature within your interior design. Add a pop of 
colour to your modern kitchen with an Imperial  

Red Granite backsplash or create an eye-catching
countertop. 

Jeerawal White Granite is a kind of white granite 
quarried in India.  This stone is especially good for

Exterior -  Interior wall  and floor applications,  
countertops,  mosaic,  fountains,  pool and wall  

capping and other design projects.
 

Description Fish Black Granite with f ish-l ike
white dots in the background. It  is native to 

Rajasthan, India.  This is beautiful black granite 
with having black base & having fish-shaped

white swirls al l  across the surface of the slabs.  It  
is very famous for its vibrant color,  durabil ity,  and

exclusive f inish and polished.
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IMPERIAL RED GRANITE

JEERAWAL GRANITE

FISH BLACK GRANITE



OUR PRODUCTS

P White Granite is a kind of white granite
quarried in Rajasthan. This stone is especially 

good for Countertops,  mosaic,  exterior -  interior
wall  and floor applications,  fountains,  pool and 

wall  capping, stairs,  window sil ls and other 
design projects.  It  is also called Platinum White 

Granite,P.  White,Rajasthan White Granite .
 

Paradiso Granite is a kind of multicolored granite 
quarried in India.  This stone is especially good for 

Exterior -  Interior wall  and floor applications,  
monuments,  urns,  countertops,  mosaic,  fountains,

pool copings and other design projects.
 

Lakha Red Granite stones have red color 
background and waves of multicolored 

microcrystals that make this stone very eye- 
catching. It  is a well-known name in the market.
Lakha Red Granite is Popular among its unique 
Specifications l ike heat resistance and stylish 

appearance.
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P WHITE GRANITE

PARADISO GRANITE

LAKHA RED GRANITE



OUR PRODUCTS

Rajasthan Black is dark black granite with
brown and grey f lowers.  This granite also
has blue dots which are due to the blue

quartz in the pattern. This is a very popular
granite in the local market as well  as

countries such as Turkey, Egypt,  the USA,
and Canada.

 

Tigerskin is a brown granite from Rajasthan.
This granite is quarried in the Bhilwara

Rajsamand border area and processed at
Udaipur,  Jalore,  and Rajsamand. Flooring,
Kitchen Tops,  and staircases are the most

popular uses of the Tiger Skin
Granite.

 

Rosy Pink is a beautiful Pink Granite from
Jalore,  Rajasthan. Quarries of Rosy pink are
in the Jalore area,  while Udaipur and Jalore

process most of the Rosy Pink Granite in
Rajasthan. This is a pink base granite with
black grey and small  white crystals.  This is

very much used for making floors and
countertops.
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RAJSTHAN BLACK GRANITE

TIGER SKIN GRANITE

ROSY PINK GRANITE
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OUR PRODUCTS

Pearl Black Granite or Black Pearl  Granite is
a natural stone quarried in India.  It  is the
most popular stone in the Granite range.

This Granite is a grey and black color stone
with speckles of blacks,  si lvers,  gold,
browns, greens,  and shades of grey.

 

Tan Brown Granite is an enormous range of
granite which is a unique blend of white and
grey color.  Tan Brown granite is also known
as Indian Brown granite.  The Quarries of Tan

Brown are located in the Indian state of
Telangana. It  is a budget-friendly option

along with the various looks that you can
get.

 
 

Jhansi Red Granite is a popular and long-
time color from India.  The Jhansi red

Granite is in high demanded Granite in India
and abroad countries.  It  has a reddish black
background with compact dark red flower

having imprints with a bluish tinge. It  is an
extremely hard natural stone
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Pearl Black Granite

Tan brown Granite 

Jhansi Red Granite
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OUR PRODUCTS

Fantasy Brown Marble is premium
quality beautiful Indian marble stone of

brown and white color.  This beautiful
stone is mined in India.  It  has a cool

brownish wave formation of impurities
and minerals.

Panda White Marble is a kind of white granite
which is found in the Northern parts of India.
Most of its mines are located in the state of

Rajasthan. There are dark black lines in the white
background of the stone. These lines vary in
thickness and are not necessarily straight.

Paloda Multi  Marble is a kind of multicolore
marble quarried in India.  This stone is

especially good for building stone, sinks,
monuments,  pool coping, si l ls ,  ornament,

interior,  exterior,  wall ,  f looring, paving, and
other design project's .
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Fantasy Brown Marble

Panda White Marble

Paloda Multi Marble
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FACTORY
3rd, Phase, Jalore, (Raj.) 343001
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SHOWROOM
1 St, Paryavaran Road, Kishanghar,

Ajmer, (Raj.) 305801
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